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C Cast and Kristin Cast Life at school becomes more tense and Zoey and her friends insist on parading a
murderer around the grieving loved one of his victims and Nyx insists on not intervening with the super evil
Neferet still in control With ties of family and honour, Dragon and Kalona face hard choices: These two
deaths could never ever be about Zoey. Even after a series of making everything about Zoey, this was too
much a stretch. Dragon is losing himself, losing his way â€” and no-one not Thanatos and certainly not the
useless goddess Nyx bothers to do anything to try and comfort this grieving man. And if you do, look at your
life, look at your choices. Yes spoilers, scroll over to reveal: Dragon dies, sacrifices himself to protect
Rephaim. This is what redemption looks like in this series â€” a man shamed for not forgiving his wife killer
having to then martyr himself for that murderer. On top of that we throw in the joy of Becca remember her?
But now we have the utter culmination of redemption â€” I said it was coming and here it is. Kalona ended
this book as team good guy. Yes, Neferet is the biggest of big bads because we all knew we were going for a
female villain and Kalona, the evil, raping, murdering Kalona, is now being brought back into the fold.
Because of a great big act of redemption? Hah, no, of course not. There is not enough booze in the world. I am
going to do something astonishing and actually say something positive about House of Night. Hey, maybe that
booze is stronger than I thought! But in this book we have Shaunee, one of the mind numbing Twins, finally
deciding to grow a personality. Yes we have actually issues, an actual opinion and background and some
attempt to actually make her into a human. Exceptâ€¦ well look at this? Because that might mean looking a
little more intelligently and deeply But then, does anyone actually want to see House of Night trying to do a
serious storyline about racism? Only they then do it again and again and again. Firstly the gang are now being
bused to school. And what do they call this bus? Not only can she see, but she gets super-duper soul vision.
Yes an ex-blind character with super vision powers is a ridiculously common trope. And disabled characters
who are magically cured is even more of an annoyingly common trope â€” because actually having a disabled
character is deemed too difficult to write. But hold on, it gets worse! So, Shaylin becomes a vampire â€” and
she becomes a Red Fledgling. Who thought they could manage to plunge even further?! I suppose I should
end by talking about the plot whereâ€¦ whereâ€¦ umâ€¦. Lots of people moped and were sad. Aurox appeared
andâ€¦ just kind of hung around. The Red Fledglings appeared andâ€¦ were there. See, there was a lot that
could have happened â€” the Red Fledglings, the angry Dragon, Aurox, Neferet, Thanatos, Kalona and the
birdie boys:
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I mean, there are abs in it. What could possibly go wrong with a hottie like that on the cover? Despite my love
for the cover I can already predict that this book is going to be Oh Heath, you can be sweet sometimes, but my
real feelings for you lie in my hands that want to slap you senseles. Or at least combined with Burned, to make
one huge mistake. I will try and enjoy this book, for whatever its worth. Only 9 more days! It would be a
disgrace NOT to. Let me predict what is going to happen in this book: If only it were this exciting. Then I
might consider buying the next one. There will be a lot to say about this. So hold on tight. But the first thing I
have to say is that all at least, almost all of my predictions came true. I will enlighten you all on that later. But
for now, my overview. I went into reading this insult to literature with an open mind; please remember that.
Anyway, onto the ranting. Destined was a roller coaster ride of good and bad. I was NOT thrilled in having
Heath back Oh, eh hem, sorry about that. No teenager in their right mind would ever talk like that. Throughout
most of this book, I actually had to put it down for a while to be able to think properly. Honestly, this book
was a mess. I mean, they barely come out a couple months behind each other. What do they do? Draft a book
in a month and then get someone to fill it with incestant angsty teenage babble? And also while I was reading
this, I daydreamed. I wondered what it would be like to have someone who almost tried to kill you in the past
be all friendly and cuddly with you in the same room. If it was me, I would just do this: I also had weird
fantasies when Kalona showed up and Shaunee was in the tunnels with him, about them hooking up. I might
have even spared half a star if that happened: I thought Lebonia and whats-his-face were so cute together, and
I also like Stevie Ray and Rephiam together, although it would be fantastic if one of them died, leaving the
other tottally and impearably heartbroken and crushed. But you know, thats just me. It goes kind of like this:
We have to make a circle!
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Zoey I think my mom is dead. I tested the words silently. They felt wrong, unnatural, as if I was trying to
comprehend the world turning upside down or the sun rising in the west. I drew a deep, sobbing breath and
rolled onto my side, reaching for another tissue in the box that was on the floor next to the bed. Stark muttered
and frowned and moved restlessly. The beanbag made that smushy noise that always reminds me of the balls
in those inflatable kid party houses, and Stark frowned and mumbled something again. I blew my nose. Stop
crying stop crying stop crying! I blinked a bunch of times, and wiped my nose again. Maybe it had just been a
dream. But even as I thought the words my heart knew the truth. Nyx had pulled me from my dreams to show
me a vision of Mom entering the Otherworld. That meant Mom had died. Mom told Nyx that she was sorry for
letting me down, I reminded myself as tears leaked down my cheeks again. I had hardly made any noise, but
Stark tossed and turned restlessly, and muttered, "Stop! Stark was my Warrior, my Guardian, and my
boyfriend. No, boyfriend is too simple a word. He could feel my sadness-even in his dreams he knew I was
crying and hurt and scared and- Stark pushed the blanket off his chest and I could see that his hand was
clenched into a fist. My gaze went to his face. He was still asleep, but his forehead was furrowed and he was
frowning. I closed my eyes and drew a deep, centering breath. No, actually, help Stark by shielding my
sadness from him. I drew another deep breath as spirit moved within and around me, swirling over to the bed.
Opening my eyes I could actually see a ripple in the air surrounding Stark. His skin appeared to glow as the
element settled against him like a diaphanous blanket. I felt warm and glanced down at my arms and saw that
the same soft glow was resting against my skin. Stark exhaled a long sigh with me as spirit worked a little
soothing magick, and for the first time in hours I felt a little, tiny bit of my sadness lift. Wrapped in the
comforting touch of the element I felt closest to, I was actually a little sleepy. It was then that a different kind
of warmth penetrated my consciousness. Slowly, not wanting to disturb the comforting spell the element was
working, I unwrapped my arms from around myself and touched my chest. Why is my seer stone warm? The
small, round stone was dangling from its silver chain, resting between my breasts. Wonderingly, I pulled the
stone out from under the sweatshirt, running my fingers over its smooth, marble surface. It still reminded me
of a coconut-flavored Life Saver, but the Skye marble glittered with an unearthly light, as if the element I had
invoked had made it alive-as if the warmth I felt was because it pulsed with life. I am gifting you with it so
that you might, indeed, recognize the Old Ones if any still exist in the outside world The hole in its center was
like a mini-telescope. As it shifted around I could see Stark ill uminated through it, and my world shifted, too,
narrowed, then everything changed. Stark was there, lying on his back, most of his chest bare. The glow of
spirit was gone. In its place I saw another image. I gasped in surprise and the phantom-like Warrior turned his
head in my direction and closed his hand around the sword. Instantly the Guardian sword shifted, changed,
and became a long black spear-dangerous, lethal, tipped in blood that looked way too familiar to me. Fear
spiked through me. Make that thing go away! And I really need to get some sleep. It felt good-so good to be
close to him. His arms went around me. I pressed myself against him while his lips followed the curve of my
neck. Together we reminded each other of life and love and happiness. Afterward we finally slept and the seer
stone lay cold and forgotten on my breast between us.
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Summary from the book jacket Can love win when it is tested by the very soul of darkness? Zoey is finally
home where she belongs, safe with her Guardian Warrior, Stark, by her side, and preparing to face off against
Neferet â€” which would be a lot easier if the High Council saw the ex-High Priestess for what she really is.
But there are new forces at work at the House of Night. And then there is the mysterious Aurox, a
jaw-droppingly gorgeous teen boy who is actually more â€” or possibly less â€” than human. Only Neferet
knows he was created to be her greatest weapon. But Zoey can sense the part of his soul that remains human,
the compassion that wars with his Dark calling. Honestly the series has evolved in such a way that is both
exiting and fascinating. But first thing first: Destined is the ninth book in the series and continues exactly
where Awakened left off. The Nerd Herd is back in Tulsa with new allies and old enemies trying to figure out
how to move on and how to deal with Neferet and the threat she poses to their lives at school. To begin with, I
believe that it is important to read Burned, Awakened and Destined together. They truly form the three parts of
the same plotline rather than three individual books. Reading Destined on its own is not recommended, despite
the fact that the authors give clues of past events in the series. I believe that it would not do the story justice
nor would it be as easy to follow as one may think. With Destined the authors have established the use of the
multiple point of view in their narrative and it seems to be the best recipe in order to deliver the plot, which
has become more complex, as it encompasses intricate and obscure themes relating to the fight between good
and evil, relationships, loss of loved ones, friendship and that little journey, which we all eventually take: With
this type of narrative the readers get to see both sides of each story and of course to follow the sequence of
events with clarity. This type of writing requires great discipline, in order to ensure coherence and to avoid
confusion. The authors have truly perfected their writing skills. Furthermore, this way of storytelling helps
massively with character development. And in the House of Night series it is really the characters that make
the story! Not only the main ones, but also secondary or tertiary characters come into the forefront
highlighting the plot and giving pieces of information about what is happening or what is going to happen.
Somehow this trick makes the story more appealing, more realistic and of course more tangible. Lastly
Destined can be safely considered as a crescendo of action, which culminates in the last three chapters. Each
chapter is somehow like levels in a game: Since the narrative flows, the action is compact and the pace never
slackens you end up having finished the book, thinking that it just cannot be it, that there is more.
Unfortunately, Hidden, the next one in line, is yet to come. As a comfort, readers will rejoice with this book.
They will learn more about their favourite characters, many things in the complex and sublime world, that
HoN has become, will be explained and of course they will be entertained, because ultimately a good book
does just that.
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In the prologue, Zoey is seen with Stark. She notices Darkness on him and commands Spirit to send the
Darkness away. Zoey is unsure about the death of her mother. Meanwhile, Aurox kills a human person. The
white bull comes and tells Aurox and Neferet that he can create chaos. Neferet plans to use Aurox to kill the
white bull and rule the world as the Goddess of Vampyres. Zoey and her friends return to school where she
blindsides Neferet by initiating a Skype meeting with Duantia, the leader of the High Council. She gives her
version of the events in Awakened and puts Neferet in the uncomfortable position of having to accept
Rephaim at the House of Night. In the garden, Rephaim is visited by three of his Raven Mocker brothers, sent
to him by Kalona to use his supposed misery and consequent bitterness to spy for him and even turn to
Darkness. They are stunned to see him in his human form. Their meeting is interrupted by Aurox who kills
one of them and proceeds to attack Rephaim. He is stopped by Stevie Rae, but not before she, Rephaim and
Zoey see him half-shift into a bull. Neferet appears and diffuses the conflict, calling Aurox her gift from the
Goddess. Erik hears the commotion, but he falls under the Tracker compulsion before he can actually
intervene. He finds Shaylin, a blind girl, and she makes him stumble over the traditional lines, so that when he
finally marks her and she reveals a red Mark he blames himself. Confused, Erik decides to take her to Stevie
Rae. Zoey runs off to mourn and Aurox finds her. He offers her a Kleenex , just like Heath used to. At the bus,
Erik presents them with the girl. Neferet appears and Shaylin pretends to faint, later telling them she had the
general color of dead fish eyes. The next day at school, Rephaim feels the call of his father and calls Zoey to
stand witness to the meeting. Kalona appears on the wall and offers them a truce against Neferet, which Zoey
reluctantly accepts. As the discussion takes place during her first class, with Neferet, she skips it altogether.
Back at the depot, Zoey and her friends sit down to discuss the events. While wondering in the tunnels,
Shaunee spots Kalona, waiting for his son. Shaunee gives him her iPhone so that he can contact him until she
can get him another phone. Neferet finds out about the reveal ritual and sends Aurox to intervene. During the
ritual, he charges out in his bull form but is stopped by Dragon, who sacrifices himself to save Rephaim.
Kalona arrives on the scene â€” having been called by Stevie Rae â€” and he expresses regret, asking Nyx not
to kill Rephaim for his own mistakes. The request is granted, Rephaim regains consciousness. Thanatos then
proceeds to Dragon and guides him to the Otherworld. A gateway is opened and everybody can see him
happily reunited with Anastasia. As they leave the scene, Zoey and her friends see a vision of Nyx, who
reminds them that the fight will continue.
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